CCRC Meeting  Unapproved Minutes
November 27, 2006  3.45-5.15 PM, Raynor 301R

Present: Audi, Boly, Bond, Franzoi, Hay, Howes, Johnson, Matthews, Moyer, Ravel, Sobush, Stewart, Vandevelde, Krueger (chair)
Excused: Coan, Thorn

1. Meeting called to order 3.50, reflection offered by Phylis Ravel

2. Unanimous approval of minutes of November 8, 2006

3. Announcements
   • Krueger announced that institutional research will survey seniors and that there is the possibility that this format can include questions that address the indirect measures described in the UCCS assessment plan.
   • Krueger announced that the CCRC would meet on Dec. 13, 3.30-5, to finalize the assessment pilot

4. Diverse Cultures Workshop Planning
   • Goals, format, and dates were discussed. The consensus was that a needs assessment form would be created by Dennis Sobush and, after electronic approval by the CCRC, disseminated to faculty teaching Diverse Cultures courses. Krueger agreed to arrange for the review and dissemination of the needs assessment. Further, the consensus was that student groups be invited to meet with the CCRC on January 24 to discuss Diverse Cultures courses. The committee requested that Krueger contact Dr. Mark McCarthy, Vice President/Dean of Student Development to solicit appropriate student groups to be invited to this meeting.

5. Assessment Pilot
   • The committee reviewed the pilot assessment activity and agreed to administer it as a pilot with revision of the question requiring graphic illustration of data. STEM faculty on the CCRC agreed to revise this question and offer it for review by the CCRC.

6. Meeting adjourned at 5.15